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GVEC to Co-Own Generation Facility  
------------------------- 

A 77-Year Distribution Cooperative Diversifies for the Future 
 

Gonzales, Texas – May 1, 2015– The Board of Directors of the Guadalupe Valley Electric 

Cooperative (GVEC) announced today that its wholly-owned subsidiary, GFS Electric 

Cooperative, Inc., of which GVEC is the sole member, has entered into an agreement to acquire 

a fifty-percent ownership interest in a 418 megawatt natural gas-fired peaking power plant to be 

constructed and located in Marion, TX.  Named the Guadalupe Peaking Energy Center (GPEC), 

this new generation facility is a business arrangement between GFS and an affiliate of Calpine 

Corporation (Calpine), the largest generator of electricity from natural gas and geothermal 

resources in America.  

 

According to GVEC General Manager and CEO Darren Schauer, “The GPEC is an integral part 

of the Cooperative’s long term strategy to build diversity in its power supply options and gain 

additional control over power costs beyond June 2016, the point at which the 30-year all-

requirements contract between GVEC and the Lower Colorado River Authority will officially 

terminate.”  Schauer adds, “GVEC has traditionally served as a distribution cooperative 

purchasing power through long-term all requirements contracts, then delivering that power to our 

members. The future calls for diversification of our power supply resources in order to maintain 

affordability as well as flexibility to respond to changing market, technological and political 

environments. Calpine is a well-respected leader in its field and has the construction and 

operation expertise necessary for this inaugural ownership arrangement in the generation 

business.” 

 

Under the terms of the agreement, the newly constructed generation facility, featuring two fast-

ramping combustion turbines capable of responding to peaks in power demand, will be co-
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located at Calpine’s existing Guadalupe Energy Center in Marion, TX and is expected to begin 

commercial operation sometime between June 2017 and June 2019.  

 

The two-year flexibility in construction timing was a mutually beneficial arrangement for both 

Calpine and GVEC. The agreement allows Calpine to time the plant’s construction in response to 

market pricing signals while leveraging the benefits of owning the existing site and development 

rights. In exchange for this flexibility in construction timing, GVEC members will benefit from a 

new two-year power purchase agreement at favorable rates for 270 megawatts of power from 

Calpine’s Texas power plant fleet. This negotiation will result in overall power supply costs 

being lower than what current suppliers are providing. The new purchase agreement will be 

effective as of June 2017. Additionally, the Cooperative will not take ownership of the plant until 

it meets commercial operation and, therefore, is avoiding any construction risk associated with 

the project.  

 

After several years of evaluating alternatives, the ownership interest in the Guadalupe Peaking 

Energy Center proved to be the best option for GVEC to mitigate the risk of high market prices 

for wholesale power and contribute to stability in the Cooperative’s power supply rate structure.  

Leveraging GVEC’s financial strength and strong credit ratings, the overall cost of ownership in 

the project was the least cost long-term alternative to serve the peak energy needs of the 

Cooperative.   

 

GVEC Board President Lewis Borgfeld stated, “This transaction is a milestone for the 

Cooperative. It follows a rich history of progressive decisions made by the Board of Directors.  

Most importantly, with careful consideration and affordability at the forefront of every decision 

we make, we are confident this transaction will serve the overall best interests of the GVEC 

membership well into the future.”  

 

GVEC is an electric cooperative that serves over 75,000 meters across 13 Texas counties. The 

service area spans 3,500 square miles across South Central Texas. The headquarter office is 

located in Gonzales, Texas, with four area offices in the cities of Schertz, Seguin, La Vernia and 

Cuero. 
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